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ROBERTA KOCH
DEDICATION

Our yearbook this year is dedicated to a truly beautiful person. The "ingredients" needed for this person are: creativity, imagination, ambition, and devotion. These ingredients can be hard to find, but they are all found in Roberta Koch.

Roberta's acceptance of the students on an informal level and the friendly atmosphere which she generates in the Student Activities office in the Main Building are examples of her fine character.

Roberta can be characterized as a woman who really tries to understand all people who pass through the door of room 2-29.

The world of Roberta Koch is not limited to her duties in the Student Activities office. A great part of her world is shared with her much beloved husband Bill. Her many interests and varied way of life have brightened the hearts of many of us at Bronx Community College. We in room 2-29 refer to Roberta as our "den mother" because just like a mother she will go out of her way to help anybody and give them the tender loving care that they need.

Because she has shown us a never-ending need to help and guide us, we dedicate our love and devotion to someone who has been indispensable to our lives.

Though we leave Bronx Community College, we leave with the beautiful experience of having known Roberta Koch.
To the Class of 1971:

First of all, I wish to extend my warmest congratulations to each of you on your graduation from Bronx Community College. You deserve high praise for your achievement, and I am certain you will receive it in ample measure from your families and friends.

As I reflect upon the time we have spent together at the College, it occurs to me that we have shared many joys but also some sorrows. Often the sorrows came to us because, time and again, events in the big world outside the campus sent shock waves throughout the land. And the impact of these events was felt with particular force in our colleges and universities.

It is my hope that our shared experience at Bronx Community College has kindled in you the desire and the determination to contribute to the solution of the urgent tasks confronting all of us. Although scientific progress has brought many material benefits, it has also created new problems that threaten to overwhelm us. As educated men and women, it is your responsibility to join the ranks of those who labor to solve pressing social problems and to redeem the promise of the American dream.

As you leave BCC, a part of us goes with you. We wish you well in your future endeavors, and we would want you to go as far as you can. You may be sure that whatever you may do, wherever you may be, our hopes, our prayers, and our fondest wishes for your success will accompany you.

Sincerely yours,

James A. Colston
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CAMPUS
LOSING A FRIEND

HOW COULD SUCH A TREASURE BE MADE OBSCURE?

TATTERED
TORN
WIND BLOWN
CURVED
CRUSHED
RUSTED
BEAR

AS ETERNITY DIMINISHES IT
WILL YOU SEARCH WITH ME FOR THE PARTS

M. Bird
Let's talk
of many things
And walk
through many dreams
together
Sharing things with
one another
Learning things
about each other
forever

So many things
to think about
to dream about
to learn about
now
for tomorrow
There will be
so many other things.
G. Scherer

Man Made God

Man made God
as he is evil
as he is good

Devils don't burn
in pits of fire
Angels are reflections
of dreams and desires

Heaven and hell
can be found on earth
inside us all
from our time of birth

We are all
we can ever be
a past and present
a future yet to see.
Guilty; Thus Condemned

"I stand accused" should be your theme
Your self-image properly
Represented of little esteem
What use this life energy?

Competent advice is needed
For passive playing roles
Self-ingratitation heeded
What grain this human soul?

Society is not analysis
Man has and will go on in synthesis.

—Lynn Gitleus Spencer
A Thanksgiving Poem

Gracious Lord, we truly thank thee for:

the American flag,
this great government,
the public school system
our racial discontent.

the renewed food stamps,
the welfare lines,
the strung out youths,
our hungry whines.

the broken homes,
the unjust crimes,
the unclothed flesh,
our slavery times.

the Asian deaths,
the late Otis Redding,
the constant tail,
our knack for forgetting.

the cracking walls,
the slum landlords,
the cold pipes in winter,
all these rewards.

Amen.

C. Robinson
THANK YOU

ADMINISTRATIVE +
CUSTODIAL

STAFF

FOR A JOB
WELL DONE

X
Department members are: Dr. H. White (chairman), Mr. H. Baiter, Mr. B. Bates, Prof. F. Costello, Prof. F. Ford, Prof. H. Fuld, Prof. J. Hayde, Prof. R. Heller, Prof. H. Hermo, Prof. M. Kanuck, Mrs. E. Levitan, Mrs. K. Paparo, Prof. K. Prestwidge, Mrs. A. Sobieraj, Mr. R. Thomas. Technical Assistants: Mrs. S. Chiofalo, Mrs. S. Slamholtz, Miss A. Smith.

Standing: Prof. J. Nagel, Mr. G. Rohan, Prof. B. Cutler, Mr. P. Tucker, Prof. M. Pollack, Prof. M. Krieger, Prof. H. Weiman, Prof. A. Hirshfield, Prof. M. May (Chairman). Sitting, back row: Dr. J. Fields, Mr. M. Walwyn, Mr. J. Gorham, Prof. J. Edelman. Front row: Prof. J. Bernard, Prof. I. Hirsh, Prof. L. Ruggiero, Dr. S. Ress, Prof. R. Kissel.
CHEMISTRY & CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY

Members of the Department are: Dr. C. Polowczyk, Chairman, Dr. S. M. Atlas, Prof. G. Berkowitz, Prof. J. Buckley, Prof. R. L. Clark, Mrs. R. Harris, Mr. R. Miller, Prof. E. Passer, Prof. M. Pulver, Prof. A. Shaw, Prof. H. Stein, Dr. I. Zimmerman. Tech. Assistants are: Mr. J. Cagner, Mr. W. Hodge, Mr. R. Parla, Mr. M. Robl, Mr. B. Taylor.

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES

Members of the Department are: Prof. F. J. Berger, Chairman, Prof. P. Berger, Prof. G. Gean, Prof. S. Lawrence, Prof. N. McLoughlin, Prof. S. Ritterman, Prof. O. Rodzianko, Prof. J. Y. Segel, Prof. R. Seid, Prof. H. Tyson. Tech. Assistants are: Mr. M. Avedon, Mr. N. Lopuchin.
Department members are: Dr. C. Auser (chairman), Dr. I. Berger, Dr. A. Beringause, Prof. J. DeMetro, Dr. M. Frank, Mr. J. Gosselin, Dr. L. Gottesman, Prof. N. Grill, Prof. G. Lebowitz, Dr. L. Lieberman, Dr. R. Loughlin, Prof. D. Lowenthal, Dr. B. Mandelbaum, Dr. G. Motola, Dr. B. Pollin, Prof. P. Read, Prof. A. Schwartz, Mr. J. Spielberger, Dr. B. Witlieb, Mr. W. Zalkin, Prof. S. Zeidenstein, Prof. S. Zimmerman.

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Back row: Prof. F. Wong, Prof. M. Wenzel, Mr. K. Wolf, Prof. J. Whelan, Mr. G. Constatine, Prof. M. Steuerman (chairman). Front row: Mrs. J. Juechter, Prof. I. Lewis, Miss M. Stern, Mrs. C. Stern, Prof. J. Katz, Prof. C. Honda, Prof. A. Keleman.
Left to right: Mrs. R. Kaye, Dr. E. Terry, Mrs. M. Manchik, Mrs. M. Davis, Mrs. C. Recuperio, Prof. J. Kolliner, Dr. W. Hobbs. Other members of the department are: Prof. J. Baum, Prof. D. Canty, Prof. O. Klymowycz, Mrs. S. Kaufman, Prof. R. Lane, Mrs. J. Skurdenis. Science Technicians: Mr. A. DeMatteo, Mr. R. Ficco, Mr. B. Knight, Mrs. E. Sexton.

First row: Mrs. S. Forman, Prof. G. Gliere, Mr. K. Fogarty, Prof. S. Chiswick. Second row: Mr. G. Lieblich, Prof. J. Furst, Prof. B. Stein, Prof. N. Gore, Dr. A. Paullay, Mr. S. Birnbaum. Third row: Dr. N. Schaumberger, Prof. P. Klarreich, Prof. M. Bierman, Prof. M. Bennett, Mr. M. Potter, Mr. J. Trent. Top row: Prof. I. Handel, Prof. T. Finnegan, Dr. B. Kabak, Prof. E. Just (chairman), Mr. H. Frisz.
Miro

Miro las aves que van volando.
Miro las nubes que van pasando.
Siento mi cara entre tus manos.
Siento tu aliento cerca de mí.

Huelo el perfume de tantas flores.
Huelo tu aroma hasta en el viento.
Veo sonrisas en muchos labios.
Veo tu imagen tan ideal.

Oigo las olas al estrellarse.
Oigo los barcos al acercarse.
Miro tus ojos tan excitantes.
Miro tu estampa tan sin igual.

Solos En El Mundo

Solos en este mundo, tú y yo eternamente.
Sin nada ni nadie que nos pueda separar.
Tú siempre a mi lado. Yo siempre junto a tí.
Qué gran felicidad podríamos encontrar solos en el mundo.
Solos en este mundo, tú y yo eternamente.
Sin nada ni nadie que nos pueda separar.
Todo sería armonía. Reinaría la alegría.
¡Oh! cuánta éxtasis habría entre los dos.
Viviríamos de tu amor y mi amor.

Blanca Iris Carraza
Members of the Nursing Center Faculty are: Dr. B. Perlmutter, Chairman, Miss D. Albert, Mrs. F. Anderson, Mrs. P. Baskett, Prof. I. Benjamin, Miss D. Bloise, Mrs. M. Church, Prof. M. Clinton, Mrs. J. C. Pecher, Miss N. Croft, Dr. M Daley, Prof. D. Darby, Mrs. P. Ducard, Mrs. S. Drakes, Prof. A. Erhrhart, Mrs D. Frank, Prof. V. Foster, Prof. A. Fuller, Prof. J. Gardinier, Miss M. Glacy, Miss G. Glickfeld, Prof. A. Gotta, Prof. B. Grutter, Miss J. Hart, Mrs. E. Hecker, Miss K. Hedge, Prof. Elinor Horowitz, Mrs. W. Huang, Prof. A. Jack.
son, Miss P. Kasmarik, Prof. V. Katz, Mrs. G. Kelly, Prof. N. Kelly, Prof. G. Laveron, Prof. A. Levey, Miss C. Lofstedt, Prof. B. Lundgren, Mrs. H. K. Ma, Prof. S. Martin, Miss C. Monaco, Mrs. M. Meenan, Mrs. E. Montgomery, Mrs. C. Mullings, Prof. J. Patterson, Miss M. Perry, Prof. A. Pitman, Mrs. M. Rados, Mrs. L. Rotando, Prof. L. Sabith, Mrs. A. Scalfani, Prof. L. Schlacter, Miss A. Smith, Prof. E. Sobol, Prof. C. Sorge, Prof. C. Tarpey, Prof. J. Tarsney, Mrs. R. Tate, Prof. M. Wallack.
How Lucky We Are

How Lucky we are
to be able to see the sun
Shine through an obscure haze.
How lucky we are
to be a minority of eaters
While two-thirds of our brothers are not.
How lucky we are
to feel free and uninhibited.
How lucky we are
to know that we can build a better bomb.

G. Smilowitz
Patience

Wishing, hoping, praying
For a true love.
Time standing still
Suspended animation.
World moving around you.

Have faith in God.
He will find a way.
Patience is a virtue.
For those who wait,
Great things shall come.
C. B. Johnson
SECRETARIAL STUDIES


SOCIAL

SCIENCES

First row: Dr. H. Robbins, Mr. T. Krainovich, Dr. M. Chang, Mr. P. Morrill. Second row: Dr. M. Doroshkin, Mr. A. Trusis, Dr. A. Galub (chairman), Prof. H. Harris.
Department Members are:
Mr. B. Bennett, Mr. D. Davidson, Mrs. E. Fryberg, Miss G. Moerman, Mr. N. Pessah, Miss K. Polga, Dr. R. Puryear, Prof. G. Saunders, Mrs. F. Shapiro, Mrs. B. Shulman, Mr. A. Simon (Coordinator of Reading and Study Skills), Mrs. J. Stein, Mrs. R. Stephenson, Miss N. Taylor, Mrs. D. Martinez.

SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

Front row: Prof. J. Connolly, Prof. P. Gelb, Prof. J. Graham, Prof. A. Lande, Dr. N. Gilroy. Back row: Prof. W. Duncan, Prof. G. Greenfield, Dr. R. King, Prof. A. Cosentino, Prof. A. Diehl, Prof. M. Stergianopoulos, Prof. I. Ronson. Dr. W. Reynolds (chairman) not in picture.
Back row: Dean C. Saueracker—Assistant Dean of Students, Mr. D. Strauss—Coordinator of Financial Aid, Prof. L. Jenkins—Coordinator of Evening Counseling, Prof. T. Awerman—Placement Officer. Front row: Prof. H. Rosenfeld—Coordinator College Discovery Program, Prof. D. Bullard—Coordinator, Freshman Counseling, Dean V. F. Minkin—Acting Dean of Students, Prof. P. Mullin—Coordinator of Student Activities.

Back row: Mr. F. Petrone, Mr. D. Ridenauer, Mr. W. Keane, Mr. J. Bacote, Prof. A. Gamson, Mr. A. Figueroa, Mr. J. Jupp, Mr. G. Escobar. Front row: Mrs. M. Goldberg, Prof. Anita Baskind, Mrs. H. Singleton, Miss R. Barnette, Prof. M. Lamkay.
Left to right: Prof. R. DeLeaire, Miss J. Asch, Prof. G. Escobar, Prof. E. Santa Rita, Miss M. Goiens, Mrs. J. Seals.

Mrs. M. Brill — Financial Aid

Prof. W. Merrigan — Counselor

Prof. E. Harder — College Transfer Counselor

Prof. R. Josephs — Counselor
Flor de Primavera

Delicada flor de primavera
Que nos ofrenda la naturaleza,
Tierna y suave entre mis manos
Y su perfume me embelesa.

Bellisima flor de primavera
Cuánta esperanza das al amor;
Cuántos suspiros en mi pecho alientas;
Cómo das fuerzas a mi corazón.

Deslumbrante flor de primavera
Que llenas mi alma de emociones;
Dame valor y dame paciencia
Para alcanzar mis ilusiones.

Flor de Otoño

Flor de otoño que brindas
la última esperanza,
Que prometes un futuro más;
Flor de otoño que ofrece tu experiencia,
Que regalas todo el corazón,
Ayúdame a olvidar y ayúdame,
Ayúdame hasta mi amor llegar.

Flor de otoño que nada
esperas recibir,
Que nada sueles tú pedir;
Flor de otoño que vives del amor,
Que muestras tu resplandente faz,
Ayúdame a olvidar y ayúdame,
Ayúdame hasta mi amor llegar.

Spring Flower

Delicate spring flower that nature offers to us, it’s tender and soft in my hands and its perfume fascinates me.

Most beautiful spring flower how many hopes to love you give; how many sighs in my breast you inspire; how you give strength to my heart.

Dazzling spring flower that fills my soul with emotions; give me valor and give me patience so I may reach my dreams.

Autumn Flower

Autumn flower that offers a last hope, That promises another future; Autumn flower that offers its experience; That gives away its heart, help me to forget, help me, help me reach the one I love.

Autumn flower that expects to receive nothing, That is used to asking for nothing; Autumn flower that lives off love, that shows its radiant face help me to forget, help me, help me, help me reach the one I love.

B. I. Carranza
“Winter Calls”

Hazy morning, skies are dark,  
Sprinkling rain in Central Park,  
It’s late September and leaves are falling  
Autumn’s here and winter’s calling.  
Raindrops tingle and dance in joy,  
Children laugh and play with toys,  
Lovers love and make romance,  
Drifting leaves slowly dance.

Stop and here the water splash,  
Thunder sparks a lovely flash,  
Then it pours like a turned on shower,  
I sit and gaze at chilled up flowers,  
Time keeps rolling and very soon,  
I see the rush of workday’s noon,  
People enter rich cafes,  
Others crowd the street’s subways,  
Traffic moves and lights turn on,  
Soon the hour of lunch is gone.

The rain still falls then turns to a drizzle,  
Then I spot a real slight fizzle,  
Suddenly the sun breaks through,  
And soon the skies start turning blue,  
Then I hear the sounds of horns,  
Of muddy streets that splash and scorn.  
But I have seen a day in fall,  
And in the city . . . “Winter Calls”.

Mykl Rosado

Americanism

I am an American,  
Where is my country?  
Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam?  
I am young and want to be free

I am an American  
Where is my voice?  
Must I be forced  
to whisper my  
thoughts in the silence  
of the underground?

I am an American  
Where is my heart?  
I have not the thoughts  
of my hard-hatted brother  
Is my faith any less?

I am an American  
Where is democracy?  
Justice, in my courts  
have turned their  
back to my rights

Am I an American?  
Alienated, alone, reading  
understanding into  
actions of those who  
refuse to understand me.

M. Rosenberg

REMEMBERING

AIMING IN PAIN  
I CATCH A LAST YEAR’S MEMORY.  
A DEEP ONE —  
BUT NOW IT’S PEACEFUL,  
real, overcome  
COMPARED TO THE PAIN  
I RECEIVE NOW.

M. Bird
Togetherness

Together we will climb the highest mountain and touch the soft, gentle clouds.

We will float with happiness among them and shout our joy so that others may hear that,

LOVE IS WONDERFUL!

HAPPINESS IS GRAND!

TOGETHER IS MARVELOUS!

Seeing the future and working towards it together,

Is something not many people can achieve.

We, my love, will succeed!

For, with us, there is no past,

We live for the present and the future.

Togetherness is, I think, an unexplainable word.

What is there to explain?

When you love and are loved,

You give of your very being.

Yes, togetherness is marvelous.

There may be some rain in our lives,

But, rain comes seldom, when the sun continuously shines.

Joy is ours, but must not be mishandled.

We'll take things as they come,

For, without togetherness, what is there?

Camellia B. Johnson
Togetherness
is sharing an
action
together
be it right
or be it wrong.
B Triple C

Nursing Center Student Government
Puerto Rican Student Union

Greek Club

Future Majors
Physical Education
Evalena Atkinson
Nursing

William Ballinger
Engineering Science

Irma Barreto
Nursing

Carl Battles
Engineering Science

Norma Bermudez
Nursing
Mary Brett
Nursing

Fernando Brinn
Liberal Arts

Annie Broadnax
Nursing

Gladys Brown
Nursing

Clara Burke
Nursing
Patricia Bryce
Nursing

Deborah Cabiness
Nursing

Alan Campbell
Liberal Arts
Minnette Cardin
Liberal Arts

Blanca Carranza
Business—Accounting

Julio Carmona
Nursing

Josephine Carmona
Nursing

Sheila deCastro
Nursing
Marilynne Cezniak  
Nursing

Chester Chambers  
Liberal Arts

Joy Chambers  
Liberal Arts

Bernice Chambers  
Nursing

Barbara Cherulnik  
Business Tech — Secretarial
Gail Court
Liberal Arts

Jacob Cruz
Medical Laboratory Technician

Nora Curtin
Nursing

Diane Daniels
Nursing

Lillian Davis
Nursing
Carlos Diaz
Electrical Technology

Beth Diamond
Liberal Arts

Nancy Diomede
Nursing
Peter DiCosmo
Liberal Arts

Kathleen Egan
Nursing

Margaret Ellington
Nursing

Patricia Dowd
Nursing

Julia Elsberry
Nursing
Kathleen Gaffey  
Nursing

Vincent Gagliano  
Liberal Arts

Frances Gallagher  
Nursing

Peter Giannini  
Plastics - Technology

Deborah Gill  
Secretarial Studies
Jean Marie Gonzalez
Nursing

Thomas Grandel
Data Processing

Linda Greene
Nursing

Doris Greggs
Nursing

Antionette Griffin
Nursing
Gene Harris
Medical Laboratory Technician

Theodore Hartman
Nursing

Bruce Hendrix
Chemical Technology

Victoria Hernaiz
Nursing

Jane Hill
Nursing
Lawrence Hooper
Nursing

Margaret Hurdle
Nursing

Gary Ingram
Plastics—Technology
Brenda Jackson
Nursing

Ophelia Jackson
Nursing

Ora Lee Jackson
Nursing

Patricia Jackson
Nursing

Patsy Jackson
Nursing
Sharon Jackson
Nursing

Freddie James
Electrical Technology

Franklin Jefferson
Nursing

Georgia Jacobs
Nursing

Victoria Jansen
Secretarial Studies
PEOPLE

Faces, bodies, flesh.
Names, shapes, forms.
Infant, child.
Young, old.
Boy, girl.
Men, women.
People.

Beautiful, ugly — passable.
Friendly, unfriendly.
Happy, sad.
Empty, lifeless — unconcerned.
People.

Wake, sleep.
Eat, drink.
Clean, dirty, filthy.
Dress, undress.
People.

Movements, sounds — stillness.
Stand, sit, bend, twist.
Turn, wiggle, shake.
Walk, talk.
Silent, loud.
Laugh, cry.
Work, play.
Win, lose.
Love, hate.
People.

Smart, stupid, dumb.
Intelligent, sane, insane.
People.

Live, love, die.
Ashes, dust.
People no more.

— Camellia Johnson
Annette Jenkins  
Nursing

Maurice Jenkins  
Electrical Technology

Catherine Jennings  
Nursing

Ludivene Jervis  
Nursing

Marion C. Johnson  
Teacher Associate
Shirley Johnson
Nursing

Vivian McBeth Johnson
Nursing

Janet Haack Jones
Liberal Arts
Michael Kushner
Electrical Technology

Joanne Lane
Nursing

Kit-Leung Lau
Engineering Science

Scarlett Lazarus
Nursing

Evelyn Lazu
Nursing
Michael Lemon  
Engineering Science

Betty Lennon  
Nursing

Cindy Lou Loomis  
Nursing

Paulette Lenix  
Nursing

Carmen Lugo  
Secretarial Studies
Thomas McGrath
Liberal Arts

Thelma McRae
Nursing

Anglish McPhatter
Nursing

Gloria McLean
Nursing

Mindy Machat
Nursing

Thelma McRae
Nursing

Mindy Machat
Nursing
Mary Maratheftis
Liberal Arts

Marta Martir
Nursing

Emily Martinez
Nursing

Gwendolyn Marshall
Nursing

Gabrielle Maurasse
Nursing
Clarine Morrisey
Liberal Arts

Marie Mosley
Nursing

Frances Mosley
Nursing

Robert Muhlrad
Business Retailing

Carlos Munoz
Liberal Arts
Alice Nieves
Nursing

Marie Nohavicka
Liberal Arts

Mary O'Hara
Nursing

Timothy L. Opium
Medical Laboratory Technology

Solanda Ortiz
Nursing
Amanda Parker
Data Processing

Laroma Patterson
Liberal Arts

Naomi Parker
Nursing

Mary Parry
Nursing

Gladys Perkins
Nursing
Henry Phillips
Electrical Technology

Bettie Ann Pittman
Nursing

Leah C. Pollan
Nursing

Aida Pinto
Nursing

Andrea Portnoy
Liberal Arts
Mary Penn
Nursing

Doris Pellot
Nursing

Ruth Pedergmana
Nursing

Jean Pratt
Nursing

Rose Marie Puco
Business-Secretarial
Margarita Regalado
Nursing

Miriam Reyes
Nursing

Ann Reynolds
Nursing
Sara Rodriguez
Liberal Arts

Brenda Russell
Nursing

Theresa Rodriguez
Business-Secretarial

Miriam Roker
Nursing

Walter Russell
Nursing
Catherine Sanches  
Nursing

Margaret Santiago  
Business-Secretarial

Camille Savin  
Nursing
Marion Sanges
Liberal Arts

Nancy Schiaffo
Nursing

Ethel Scott
Nursing

Helen Sepulveda
Business-Accounting

Carolyn Serino
Nursing
Alrita Smith
Nursing

Deborah Smith
Nursing

Dominick Soldano
Engineering Science

Cheryl Sparks
Nursing

John Strizak Jr.
Electrical Technology
Mary Sweeney
Nursing

Berenice Strumpfier
Teacher Associate

Glennis Snyder
Liberal Arts
Joseph Tribelli
Liberal Arts

John Trombetta
Liberal Arts

Anna Veal
Nursing

Maria Vega
Nursing

Alicia Velazquez
Nursing
Edward Velez
Liberal Arts

Frank Velez
Mechanical Technology

Mary Villanueva
Myrna Walker  
Nursing

Cynthia White  
Nursing

Cassandra Warren  
Nursing

Donald Widjeskog  
Engineering Science
Jessie Wiley
Nursing

Erma Wilkes
Liberal Arts

Elizabeth Wilkins
Nursing

Ellen Williams
Nursing

Veronica Woods
Nursing
B.C.C. Folk Concert — Artie and Happy Traum

Stop The World

B.C.C. Folk Concert — Don Crawford

Audience at B.C.C. Folk Concert
Theater Workshop — “Where’s Daddy”

Mystery Bus Ride, Student Council — Brotherhood Winery

Seekers’ Rally

Seekers’ Rally — Kings Five
Nursing Center Bazaar

Record Hop
Above: Prof. Davis receiving honorary stripes.
At right: March to Albany.

At left: Student-Faculty Basketball Game. Below: Nurses Striping Ceremony.
STRIPIZING
CAREER DAY
Mrs. Martha Mekul
College Assistant, Office of the Dean of Students

Mrs. Rita Gleason
College Assistant, Office of the Dean of Students

Mrs. Carrie Ashby
College Assistant, Office of the Assistant Dean of Evening and Continuing Education

THANK

Our special thanks to Mrs. Rita Gleason and to Mrs. Martha Mekul who have helped the students a thousand times a day in almost every conceivable way.

Our special thanks to Mrs. Carrie Ashby for helping make Evening Activities run smoothly by helping the staff and students in any way that she could.

Mrs. Rita Gleason
College Assistant, Office of the Dean of Students
YOU

Our special thanks to Mrs. Levita Morales and to Miss Susan Gartzman for helping the yearbook staff by delivering messages, allowing the staff to use their typewriters and phones, and contributing to staff morale.

Our special thanks go to Mrs. Constance (Connie) Waldman for not only writing our activity checks but for writing them promptly and keeping a record of them.
June 1, 1971

The lesson of Bronx Community College is being ready. Once you leave B. C. C. it is fair to say that you are equipped to cope with any of life's problems. In other words, "you're as ready as you're ever gonna be." Many years from now when you sit back and reflect upon your life, undoubtedly B. C. C. will mark a significant point in it.

There have been many experiences good and bad, but each has a common denominator—learning. I think that whether it happened in the classrooms, in student lounges, at rallies, on the stoop of the main building, or in one of the local restaurants, each was an experience from which we profited. Whether or not we choose to recognize the true lesson, that of acknowledging the reality of our experiences and being ready to face them, is up to us.

Many of us will continue our higher education, others will pursue careers, but most important, we will never stop learning no matter what our situation. I think that whatever we do after we have left B. C. C., when someone says "some folks just ain't ready", remember that you learned it here and hopefully it's not true of you.

Sincerely,

Alan Campbell
President
Student Government
Alan Campbell
President of Day Student Government

Linda Greene
President of Nursing Center Student Government

Herbert Lerner
President of Evening Student Government
A Sonata Of Dreams

The time has come to read and remember things of the past, and to dream of things that were. We are the music-makers of dreams, as the movers, losers, shakers and for-sakers of the world. But as the days come and go, the hands of memory weave dreams. Man is poor without his dreams and looks toward that far land of dreams where every man is his own architect. Dreams may deceive, and along their wavering vista, we find the ages of the world, each one a dream or one coming to birth. But it is only the dream that in the end will last, since in some distant day when the world is too much with us, our dream will live on.

Now we must carefully select doors to open and beyond which to explore. We cannot allow anyone to tell us how to achieve this. Our purpose in life is to select, not arbitrarily, but carefully, the world in which we want ourselves and our children to grow. What is most important is that we communicate our ideals throughout the world.

To close this movement in the Sonata on the dreams of life, we shall someday look back thankfully and say, “Behold it is here the cup which thou didst fill for me at the beginning.” With these words we thank those that helped us to fill the cup of life, and to write our own Sonata of Dreams.
The worst is not
So long as we can say
"This is the worst."

—W. Shakespeare